Abstract -We consider a model with three terminals and examine the problem of characterizing the largest rates at which two pairs of terminals can simultaneously generate private keys, each of which is effectively concealed from the remaining terminal.
II. Statement of Results
Consider a discrete memoryless multiple source (DMMS) with three components corresponding to generic rvs X, Y , Z with finite alphabets X , Y, Z. Let X n = (X1, 
where n denotes the observation length. The terminals can communicate with each other through broadcasts over a noiseless public channel, possibly interactively in many rounds. Following [1] , we assume without loss of generality that these transmissions occur in consecutive time slots in r rounds; the communication is depicted by 3r rvs F1, · · · , F3r, where Ft denotes the transmission in time slot t, 1 ≤ t ≤ 3r, by a terminal assigned an index i = t mod 3, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, with terminals X , Y, Z corresponding to indices 1, 2, 3, respectively. In general, Ft is allowed to be any function, defined in terms of a mapping ft, of the observations at the terminal with index i and of the previous transmissions 
X Z ) are achievable with suitable communication, such that εn → 0,
The set of all achievable PK-rate pairs is the PK-capacity region CPK.
Our main results for the PK-capacity region are the following.
Theorem 1 (Outer bound for CPK): Let (RXY, RXZ ) be an achievable PK-rate pair. Then
RXY+RXZ ≤ I(X∧Y, Z)− max U : U − • −Y − • −XZ, U− • −Z− • −XY

I(U ∧X).
Theorem 2 (Inner bound for CPK):
The PK-capacity region CPK is inner-bounded by the convex hull of the regions
where U mss(Y ) (resp. V mss(Z) ) is the minimal sufficient statistic for Y (resp. Z) w.r.t. Z (resp. Y ). Theorem 3: If there exists a rv U such that
the PK-capacity region equals the set of pairs (RXY , RXZ ) which satisfy (1) and
where the maximum is w.r.t. U satisfying (2). Theorem 4: If Y and Z are deterministically correlated, the PK-capacity region CPK equals the set of pairs (RXY, RXZ) which satisfy (1) and
RXY + RXZ ≤ I(X ∧ Y, Z) − I(U mcf ∧ X),
where U mcf is the maximal common function of Y and Z.
